Exceptional Teachers for Diverse Learners

Inclusive Education
ined.kennesaw.edu

MAT in Special Education
Dr. Katie Bennett
kbenne72@kennesaw.edu

MAT in TESOL
Dr. Jayyoung Choi
jchoi44@kennesaw.edu

M.Ed. in Special Education
Dr. Joya Hicks
jcarterh@kennesaw.edu

M.Ed. in TESOL
Dr. Jayyoung Choi
jchoi44@kennesaw.edu

Endorsement in Autism Spectrum Disorder
Dr. Vidya Munandar
vmunanda@kennesaw.edu

Ed.S. in Special Education – Gen. Curriculum
Dr. Harriet Bessette
E-mail: hbessett@kennesaw.edu

Gifted Endorsement
Dr. Chandra Floyd
cfloyd35@kennesaw.edu

EDUC2120
Dr. Amanda Richey
Arichey1@kennesaw.edu

SPED Support Courses
Dr. Vidya Munandar
vmunanda@kennesaw.edu
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